**TENTATIVE 2013 PLTW Summer Core Training Institutes (CTI)**

*(Updated February 5, 2013)*

*Watch this site periodically for more details about Summer 2013 Core Training Institute arrangements as they become available. (In particular, the implementation of new one-week GTT training modules –DM; AR; GA/EE; ME/FS; ST/MD--may result in some additions, deletions, or changes in units offered, locations, and dates.)*

*Final Illinois and national CTI session offerings, locations, and dates will be posted by late January, 2013. National PLTW CTI teacher registration will open March 15, 2013.*

*TENTATIVE 2013 Illinois CTI sessions are listed below.*

**June 16 - 27 at U of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign:**
- Intro to Engineering Design (IED)
- Principles of Engineering (POE)
- Biotechnical Engineering (BE)
- Civil Engineering and Architecture (CEA)
- Engineering Design and Development (EDD)

**June 16 - 20 at U of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign:**
- GTT Design and Modeling (DM)

**June 23 - 27 at U of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign:**
- GTT Automation and Robotics (AR)

**July 7 - 19 at U of Illinois at Chicago:**
- Intro to Engineering Design (IED)

**July 7 - 11 at U of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign:**
- GTT Magic of Electrons/Flight and Space (ME/FS)

**July 7 - 11 at U of Illinois at Chicago:**
- GTT Design and Modeling (DM)

**July 14-18 at U of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign:**
- GTT Green Architecture/Energy and Environment (GA/EE)

**July 14 - 18 at U of Illinois at Chicago:**
- GTT Automation and Robotics (AR)

**July 21-25 at U of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign:**
- GTT Science of Technology/Medical Detectives (ST/MD)

**July 21 - August 2 at U of Illinois at Chicago:**
- Digital Electronics (DE)
- Principles of Engineering (POE)

*Note: Special 2 or 2.5-day VEX/Robot C update training session may be available for Illinois GTT and POE teachers in June and/or August. Details will be available February 25, 2013. Please contact bpacey@uillinois.edu to express interest.*

**Registration fee:** $2,350 per teacher for two week sessions (schools will be billed); $1,175 per teacher for one-week sessions (schools will be billed)

**Housing/parking fees:**

- Urbana-Champaign Hotel block room rates will range from $99.99 - $112.00 per night (plus 11% tax); parking rates will be approximately $50 per week.
- Chicago Hotel room rate is $149.00 per night (plus 15% tax); optional hotel parking $21.00 per night; campus parking pass TBA (approximately $60.00 per week)
Finalized Housing and Parking costs for each CTI session will be posted by late February with detailed hotel reservation contacts provided for each registrant/school when CTI registration opens in March 2013.